Context Knowledge
Overview
Year Group: 5

Term: Summer
Text: Macbeth
Author: William Shakespeare

Other Focus
RE
When was the King
James Bible begun and
completed?

Started: 1604
Completed: 1611

What is the name of the
judge at Jesus’ trial?

Pontius Pilate

Geographical Focus

Historical Focus

The Geography of Independent Scotland

History of Independent Scotland

Label the
following
countries on the
map:
Scotland
Norway
England
Ireland

Norway
Scotland
Ireland

The History of Witchcraft
Who was the author of
Daemonologie?

King James I of England

Which of the following
themes are NOT
included Daemonologie?

a)
b)
c)
d)

What were the names of
‘The Three Fates’?

Atropos, Lachesis, Clotho

Complete the following
sentence:
‘The Three Fates’ are
incarnations of…

destiny, fate and life

persecuting witches
educating the general population
hunting werewolves
killing monarchs

The Vikings were
from which of
these countries?

a)
b)
c)
d)

What is the name
of the Sea which
separates
Scotland and
Norway?

The North Sea

England

Scotland
Norway
England
Ireland

Complete the
following sentence:
In History, an age
is a period of time
that spans…

a)
b)
c)
d)

Weeks and Months
Months and Years
Years and Decades
Decades and Centuries

What were the
three main ages of
Independent
Scotland?

Viking Age; Dark Age; Renaissance

Complete the
following sentence:
The historical
Macbeth lived…

a)
b)
c)
d)

at the beginning of the Viking Age.
at the end of the Viking Age.
at the beginning of the Renaissance.
at the end of the Renaissance.

Complete the
following sentence:
Shakespeare
lived…

a)
b)
c)
d)

at the beginning of the Viking Age.
at the end of the Viking Age.
at the beginning of the Renaissance.
at the end of the Renaissance.

What was a
Scottish clan?

a)
b)
c)

a network of royals loyal to one leader
a network of families loyal to one leader
a network of knights loyal to one leader

How long did the
historical Macbeth
reign for?

17years

Who ended the
reign of the
historical
Macbeth?

Malcolm III

The Elizabethan and Jacobean Eras
Authorial Focus
What year was
Shakespeare born?

1564

Where was Shakespeare
born?

Stratford-Upon-Avon

In which year did
Shakespeare die?

1616

How many plays did
Shakespeare write?

38

Who was Shakespeare’s
wife?

Anne Hathaway

The Viking Age

The Dark Age

The Renaissance

Which statement
best describes the
‘Divine Right of
Kings’?

a)
b)
c)
d)

A monarch’s right to rule comes directly from God
A monarch’s right to rule comes directly from the church
A monarch’s right to rule comes directly from their subjects
A monarch’s right to rule comes directly from the Pope

What is the
relationship
between Edward
VI, Mary I and
Elizabeth I?

they are half-siblings/agnate sibling (share the same father but have
different mothers)

What is the
common name for
the Elizabethan
Age?

The Golden Age

Which of these
was NOT a
characteristics of
the Elizabethan
Age?

a) international expansion
b) naval triumph
c) famous theatre, music and art
d) scarcity in written records

Why did James I
succeed Elizabeth
I?

Elizabeth did not have any children/an heir

What was the
name of the failed
assassination
attempt against
James I?

The Gunpowder Plot

